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What is Quantitative Systems Pharmacology (QSP)?



QSP: An established discipline

2012 2016

Journal Book Networks and Communities
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QSP uptake by Pharma
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Typical questions for QSP

• In a given biological pathway, what is the best target for 

pharmacological intervention to treat disease X?

• How can we improve the therapeutic effectiveness of an 

existing drug through combination therapy?

• Can we predict the effect of a drug in a special population?

• Can we individualise dosing regimen based on patient 

characteristics:

o Which biomarkers do we require to achieve this?

• Can we predict human response to a novel mechanism 

based on preclinical data?:

o What is the predicted human dose?

o What is the best compound/modality?
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QSP uptake by Regulators

FDA QSP submissions



Still some way to go: comparison with PBPK

FDA submissions using PBPK modelling

Ping Zhao

41 Labels with in-silico

substitutes for clinical data 

informed by Simcyp

QSP:  Dose (regimen) prediction and Target validation?



Application of QSP in Regulatory Review: FDA

Placebo

Proposed regimen

QSP suggested 

regimen



Application of QSP in Regulatory Review: EMA



Clinical validation of a 

quantitative systems 

pharmacology (QSP) model for 

nerve growth factor (NGF) pain 

therapies

Piet van der Graaf, Tomomi Matsuura, 

Mike Walker & Neil Benson



TrkA: target validation

•TrkA (neurotrophic receptor tyrosine 

kinase 1) key node in NGF pathway

•Kinases ‘good’ targets – viewed as 

druggable

•QSP model

V  Biology

V  Chemistry

? Pharmacology



QSP model predictions

• NGF mAb: ~1000 x KD

• TrkA small molecule:  xx KD

Impact of a compound 
that binds NGF (green) 
versus TrkA kinase 
inhibitor with different 
pharmacological 
properties (red and 
blue) on the dppERK
response



FIH confirms QSP predictions



PKPD analysis reveals inferiority compared to SoC

Ibuprofen 600 mg

~275/20-fold IC50

bound/unbound 





Efficacious concentration rule of thumb: ~3-10 x Ki ?

Anti-inflammatory/Pain mAbs



QSP models as platforms
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NGF QSP model:

• Continuous development since ~2010

• Utilized in >5 drug discovery/development 

programs:

• Multiple targets

• Multiple modalities

• Combination therapies

• One of the first examples of QSP model reduction



NGF model reduction
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QSP Big Topics

• Immunogenicity

o Predict impact on PKPD for biologicals

o Bio-similars

• Immuno-Oncology

o Combination therapy: target selection and dosing schedule

• Neurodegenerative diseases

o Target validation in Alzheimer's Disease

• Infectious Diseases

o Resistance, vaccination

• ….



Each QSP Consortium is a tree, where trunk represents biology 

common to all applications, while branches and leaves represent target 

specific mechanisms. Consortia are rooted in QSP Platform.

QSP Platform

Immuno-Oncology

Consortium

Immunogenicity

Consortium

Certara QSP Consortia

Neurodegeneration

Consortium



Quantitative systems 

pharmacology modeling of 

immunogenicity (IG) for decision 

making in drug development



Problem statement

• Biologicals:

• ~30% of new drug approvals (12/46 FDA 2017)

• $445 billion sales projected 2019

• Immunogenicity (IG):

• 89% incidence; 49% efficacy impacted

Management of IG will be a significant and 

recurring topic in interactions between sponsors and 

regulatory agencies



Case study: PCSK9
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Antigenic 

peptide

(Kapil Gadkar & Jennifer Rohrs) 

*Based on Phase II clinical study with ~200 subjects

IG is mostly tackled preclinically:

• Bioinformatics prediction of peptides 

that bind strongly to major 

histocompatibility (MHC) II receptors;

• Protein engineering to avoid strong 

binding.

Limited power of bioinformatics approach 

to predict clinical outcome indicates that 

other factors than MHC II binding are 

important (e.g. co-therapy, disease, age).

MHC II 

receptor



IG is highly variable

• Compound

• Dose and administration

• Patient population

• Disease state

• Co-medication

• Other

A quantitative, predictive tool is required 

to manage IG in drug development and 

guide regulatory decision making:

Simcyp’s precedented approach in PBPK



Impact on Pharmacokinetics (PK)
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“ADA bind the biologic drug in circulation to form immune complexes which, (…), may be cleared 

faster from the body than unbound drug. Alternatively, for some products, the formation of immune 

complexes leads to recirculation and prolonged half-life. (…), these clearing or drug sustaining ADA 

responses can affect the PK profile such that drug clearance rates are increased or decreased 

respectively leading to altered drug exposure. Thus, it is important to examine the effects of ADA 

response on PK.”

Shankar et al. Assessment and Reporting of the Clinical Immunogenicity of Therapeutic Proteins and 

Peptides—Harmonized Terminology and Tactical Recommendations. The AAPS Journal, Vol. 16, No. 4, July 

2014 (Figure 3a).
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IG Model: Scope of biology
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• Peripheral blood, vascular blood 

and lymph compartments.

• Immature and mature dendritic cells.

• Naïve, activated, memory, functional 

CD4 T-cells.

• Naïve, activated, memory, short 

lived plasma, long lived plasma B-

cells.

• Leukocyte circulation with blood and 

lymph flows.

• Migration to lymph vessels, entry 

through high epithelial venules and 

egress to efferent lymph vessels.

• Protein digestion and peptide:MHCII

binding.

• Antigen presentation and T-cell 

activation.

• B-cell activation.

• ADA synthesis and distribution.

• Affinity maturation.

• Immune complex formation.

• PBPK model for compound 

administration, distribution and 

elimination (not shown on map; 

Simcyp connection).

Version 8.0.3



Overview of IG Simulator

Biological Process Map interface Simcyp simulator

Read 

workspace 

file.

IG Model code and PBPK 

variable connections in Lua

Write IG Model Simulate virtual trial and 

output results.

Virtual trial results in Simcyp 

formatted Excel file

Read IG Model 

and augment 

ODEs

Export IG Model code.

IG Model code and 

documentation

Matlab code R code R code with 

equation in C

Excel file with 

documentation of 

variables, equations and 

parameters



(error bars = median absolute deviation)

Example: Adalimumab

PharmacokineticsADA response

ADA+ Cohort Model Data

ADA+ 12-100AU/ml 60% 59%

Strong ADA+ >100AU/ml 40% 41%

Bartelds et al., doi:10.1001/jama.2011.406 



Virtual Trial Simulation of Compound X
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Simulation of IG incidence (45% vs 55%) and PK for Compound X. Compound X 

shows considerable incidence of immunogenicity, but little influence on PK. The 

Adalimumab model was used as a template and compound specific parameters 

were calibrated by bioinformatics and comparison with Phase I data.



Applications: Extrapolation
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Extrapolation to population with 

different HLA allele frequencies.

IG Management: Extrapolation to 

different dosing regimes.

Extrapolation to larger populations. 

(Phase III, IV)

Personalised & Precision medicine: 

Prediction of PK and IG for 

genotyped individual.

Extrapolation to paediatric population 

or individual children.

Extrapolation to disease population.

Extrapolation to age group.

Prediction of the effect of co-therapy



Incidence of IG in different populations.
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Compound 1 Compound 2

Immunogenicity is highly variable. Different compounds exhibit large

differences in ADA incidence in different populations.



IG Consortium: overall objective
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• The Consortium aims to develop the industry-standard

quantitative systems pharmacology (QSP) model, coupled 

to a robust IT platform, to predict and manage IG and guide 

decision making in drug development

QSP Model

IT Platform

Knowledge & 

Data Sharing

IG Simulator
Decision 

Making

Educate & 

Influence

Educate & 

Influence
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FDA: recent publications
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BMS: recent publication
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QSP Conference 2020: Leiden, The Netherlands


